
PRE LEVEL 1 WRITING ASSESSMENT

Writing assessment by examiners in the Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET), . 2 Read the Preliminary for Schools
Writing Part 1 task (see Appendix). 3 Read .

Schachter Eds. Pre-writing helps students to focus on the topic by breaking it down into manageable sections
and organizing ideas. Explorations in applied linguistics. They are used to measure different aspects of writing
ability: coherence and cohesion, grammar, vocabulary, spelling, and task completion. These aspects may be
difficult to evaluate in terms of face validity for those who want to see objective measures. New Jersey:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. Teacher cognition in language teaching: A review of research on what
language teachers think, know, believe, and do. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. Score reporting may
be an influential factor in performance. Regarding the teaching and assessment of writing as evidenced by the
portfolios, it is clear that the teachers have not been able to implement the WAS as established by the LC.
Language Testing, 10,  Then, the two raters compared results by naming in unison the final word of each
T-unit. Fatima walked to the store one T-unit. These are important because they spark general ideas on the
topic in a draft form. They only could play with friend in the street, because not had television and computers.
Their performance is continuously monitored and re-assessed. An attainable version of high literacy:
Approaches to teaching high-order skills in reading and writing. Fatima returned home one T-unit. Language
test construction and evaluation. In addition to the abovementioned observations, it is also imperative to
consider that the effects of teacher training programs take place over time. Most sentences are short and there
is one attempt to combine through coordination without subject deletion [I was seeing a movie with my aunt
and my cousins were in the kitchen]. By analysing task completion, we can observe how completely students
develop the prompts and accomplish the writing standards. It is expected that writing instruction will improve
and, as a result, student writing will also improve. We were in the first floor suddenly we heard a sound in the
second floor. The second T-unit uses again subject deletion and subordination yielding a more mature
sentence pattern. Measures of linguistic accuracy in second language writing research. Further, the descriptors
for each aspect in the rubric were progressively adjusted by evaluating different portfolios used for piloting
purposes. Other factors need to be considered for a more comprehensive view of language improvement.
Fatima bought some bread one T-unit. I was in my house with my cousins and my aunt. A sentence or
paragraph that is well-written in terms of grammar and vocabulary has little value as a communicative act if it
does not convey the intended message. In Schmitt, N. After they can go out to play soccer, and other plays.
The sample approach: Teaching writing with Cambridge Examination classes online. Oxford: Oxford
University Press. Too many complex sentences may be a problem because of an uncontrolled use of
subordination which may reduce communicative effectiveness and the grammaticality of sentences. Research
methodology in L2 writing research. Teacher beliefs and their influence on classroom practice. Similarly, 
Language Testing, 13, 


